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Abstract:
Terrible triad of the elbow is recognised as posterior dislocation
combined with the fractures of the radial head and coronoid process of
the ulna, which is rare and known for poor clinical outcome. We report a
case of a 30-year-old man presenting with bilateral terrible triad of the
elbow joints after he fell from bike. Left elbow was also associated wiith
proximal 1/3rd ulna # which was rare. Our surgical treatment included
radial head fixation through kochers approach, coronoid process fixation
and proximal 1/3 ulna fixation. Bone union was achieved after 6 months
of surgery. Patient returned to his preinjury levels of labour activities.

Introduction
Terrible triad injuries are thought to occur by posterolateral rotatory
displacement of the
ulna, resulting in elbow subluxation or dislocation.
Mechanism is due to fall onto an outstretched arm, with supination, valgus,
and axial-directed force. The trochlea causes a shear fracture of the
coronoid and is accompanied by an LCL injury and radial head fracture.
PATHOANATOMY:
Primary stabilisers are Coronoid,MCL & LCL
Secondar stabilsers are Radial head, Capsule, Radiocapitellar articulation
& Common extensor and flexor origins.
CLASSIFICATION:
Radial head - Mason
Coronoid - Regan and morrey
TREATMENT- usually surgical management.
PROGNOSIS:
Historically poor outcomes secondary to
1) persistent instability
2) stiffness
3) arthrosis

Case Report
30Yr old male with H/O RTA ( Fell from bike) and sustained closed injury
to both elbows
•Xray and CT scan shows B/L terrible traid of elbow.
•Managed by surgical fixation.
• Kochers approach
• LEFT ELBOW - Dislocation reduced →Coronoid fixation by plating →
Radial head fixation by plating → Proximal 1/3rd Ulna Fixation by plating.
• RIGHT ELBOW- Dislocation reduced →Radial head chip fracture piece
was excised →Coronoid fixation by Suture anchor.
• Stability of B/L joints was evaluated without subluxation during Flexion Ext arc of 0° 130°. Varus and valgus stability checked and found to be stable.
• Pt was immobilised in splint in both arms at 90° elbow flexion for 3
weeks and finger and wrist ROM exercises were continued. After 3
weeks, plaster was removed and active B/L elbow
ROM excercises were started.

Conclusion
We describe a rare case of B/L terrible triad of elbow with associated proximal 1/3rd
ulna fracture. 3D CT reconstruction is a practical tool to support diagnosis and
formulate surgical plan. Our results indicate proper diagnoisis , planning with good
fixation and rehabilitation protocol gives excellent clinical and radiological outcomes.
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